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JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

IV B.Tech. I Sem., I Mid-Term Examinations, August-2015 
FLIGHT SCHEDULING AND OPERATIONS 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. The_______, which should be solved on the long term (for example on a three years period) and  

consists in mainly deciding which airports should be served by the airline         [ ]                      
        A) Network Design Problem    B) communicate problem  C) practical problem  D) All the above  
 
2. The _____________which consists in deciding the size and the composition of the fleet of the airline.  

A) Cockpit, cabin crew   B) Fleet design Problem     [ ] 
C) Flight scheduling   D) Gate Assignment 

 
3. The ________which consists in finding when and how often should each leg flight be operated 

 (i.e. deciding departure and arrival times) in a planning period                      [ ] 
A) Cockpit, cabin crew   B) Fleet design Problem  C) Flight scheduling  D) Gate Assignment 

 
4. The _______ which consists in designing a work schedule for each crew member in order to be able  

to operate each flight leg.          [ ] 
 A) Design Management problem  B) flight Management Problem  

C) crew Management Problem  D) Feasibility 
 

5.     __________ determines where and when the airline will fly.                        [ ] 
A) Crew planning  B) Scheduling  C) Aircraft boarding   D) Fleet assignment 

 
6. Schedules are built to ___________ profitability.                      [ ] 

A) Minimize     B) maximize   C) constant long term   D) Non Profitability  
 
7. The _______ associated with each schedule are based on very different views of the same information.              

A) revenue  B) IT analysis    C) Profit analysis   D) Sources from Airlines  [ ] 
 

8. The costs of __________depend on the flight legs, which drive the number and type of aircraft used.    
                                                                                                            [ ] 

A) Irregular operation  B) Flight schedule operation  C) Crew operation  D) Fleet operation 
 
9. The schedule must consider the cost and availability of cabin and flight deck crews, as well as 

 the requirement that aircraft cycle through maintenance bases at ________            [ ] 
A) Regular Intervals   B) Normal period  C) irregular times   D) ll 

 
10. The purpose of the___________system is to save airlines money and give passengers better routes 

 to destinations.          [ ] 
A) frequency   B) Load factors  C) Load generators   D) Hub and Spoke  
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. The objective function of the passenger mix model is to __________from the flow of passengers 

 on itineraries 
 
12. ____________demand follows the standard assumptions of a product line design problem 
 
13. The sources, destinations, and intermediate points are collectively called _____of the network 
 
14. The ________links connecting nodes are termed arcs. 
 
15. Formulating and solving network problems via linear programming is called_______ 
 
16.  Any network flow problem can be cast as a ________network flow program. 
 
17. The ________problem has been an important subject of industrial and academic studies for  

several decades 
 
18. The airline has to determine a fleet type for each leg capable to operate the leg (in term of aviability and 

technical performances) and to provide ______ 
 
19. The ____________problem is one of the most crucial problem an airline has to face up in its planning 

process. 
 
20. Air transportation offers both passenger and _________that are essential for economic growth and 

development. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. The _______ which consists in designing a work schedule for each crew member in order to be able  

to operate each flight leg.          [ ] 
 A) Design Management problem  B) flight Management Problem  

C) crew Management Problem  D) Feasibility 
 

2.     __________ determines where and when the airline will fly.                        [ ] 
A) Crew planning  B) Scheduling  C) Aircraft boarding   D) Fleet assignment 

 
3. Schedules are built to ___________ profitability.                      [ ] 

A) Minimize     B) maximize   C) constant long term   D) Non Profitability  
 
4. The _______ associated with each schedule are based on very different views of the same information.              

A) revenue  B) IT analysis    C) Profit analysis   D) Sources from Airlines  [ ] 
 

5. The costs of __________depend on the flight legs, which drive the number and type of aircraft used.    
                                                                                                            [ ] 

A) Irregular operation  B) Flight schedule operation  C) Crew operation  D) Fleet operation 
 
6. The schedule must consider the cost and availability of cabin and flight deck crews, as well as 

 the requirement that aircraft cycle through maintenance bases at ________            [ ] 
A) Regular Intervals   B) Normal period  C) irregular times   D) ll 

 
7. The purpose of the___________system is to save airlines money and give passengers better routes 

 to destinations.          [ ] 
A) frequency   B) Load factors  C) Load generators   D) Hub and Spoke  
 

8. The_______, which should be solved on the long term (for example on a three years period) and  
consists in mainly deciding which airports should be served by the airline         [ ]                      

        A) Network Design Problem    B) communicate problem  C) practical problem  D) All the above  
 
9. The _____________which consists in deciding the size and the composition of the fleet of the airline.  

A) Cockpit, cabin crew   B) Fleet design Problem     [ ] 
C) Flight scheduling   D) Gate Assignment 

 
10. The ________which consists in finding when and how often should each leg flight be operated 

 (i.e. deciding departure and arrival times) in a planning period                      [ ] 
A) Cockpit, cabin crew   B) Fleet design Problem  C) Flight scheduling  D) Gate Assignment 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. The ________links connecting nodes are termed arcs. 
 
12. Formulating and solving network problems via linear programming is called_______ 
 
13.  Any network flow problem can be cast as a ________network flow program. 
 
14. The ________problem has been an important subject of industrial and academic studies for  

several decades 
 
15. The airline has to determine a fleet type for each leg capable to operate the leg (in term of aviability and 

technical performances) and to provide ______ 
 
16. The ____________problem is one of the most crucial problem an airline has to face up in its planning 

process. 
 
17. Air transportation offers both passenger and _________that are essential for economic growth and 

development. 
 

18. The objective function of the passenger mix model is to __________from the flow of passengers 
 on itineraries 

 
19. ____________demand follows the standard assumptions of a product line design problem 
 
20. The sources, destinations, and intermediate points are collectively called _____of the network  
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. Schedules are built to ___________ profitability.                      [ ] 

A) Minimize     B) maximize   C) constant long term   D) Non Profitability  
 
2. The _______ associated with each schedule are based on very different views of the same information.              

A) revenue  B) IT analysis    C) Profit analysis   D) Sources from Airlines  [ ] 
 

3. The costs of __________depend on the flight legs, which drive the number and type of aircraft used.    
                                                                                                            [ ] 

A) Irregular operation  B) Flight schedule operation  C) Crew operation  D) Fleet operation 
 
4. The schedule must consider the cost and availability of cabin and flight deck crews, as well as 

 the requirement that aircraft cycle through maintenance bases at ________            [ ] 
A) Regular Intervals   B) Normal period  C) irregular times   D) ll 

 
5. The purpose of the___________system is to save airlines money and give passengers better routes 

 to destinations.          [ ] 
A) frequency   B) Load factors  C) Load generators   D) Hub and Spoke  
 

6. The_______, which should be solved on the long term (for example on a three years period) and  
consists in mainly deciding which airports should be served by the airline         [ ]                      

        A) Network Design Problem    B) communicate problem  C) practical problem  D) All the above  
 
7. The _____________which consists in deciding the size and the composition of the fleet of the airline.  

A) Cockpit, cabin crew   B) Fleet design Problem     [ ] 
C) Flight scheduling   D) Gate Assignment 

 
8. The ________which consists in finding when and how often should each leg flight be operated 

 (i.e. deciding departure and arrival times) in a planning period                      [ ] 
A) Cockpit, cabin crew   B) Fleet design Problem  C) Flight scheduling  D) Gate Assignment 

 
9. The _______ which consists in designing a work schedule for each crew member in order to be able  

to operate each flight leg.          [ ] 
 A) Design Management problem  B) flight Management Problem  

C) crew Management Problem  D) Feasibility 
 

10.     __________ determines where and when the airline will fly.                        [ ] 
A) Crew planning  B) Scheduling  C) Aircraft boarding   D) Fleet assignment 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  Any network flow problem can be cast as a ________network flow program. 
 
12. The ________problem has been an important subject of industrial and academic studies for  

several decades 
 
13. The airline has to determine a fleet type for each leg capable to operate the leg (in term of aviability and 

technical performances) and to provide ______ 
 
14. The ____________problem is one of the most crucial problem an airline has to face up in its planning 

process. 
 
15. Air transportation offers both passenger and _________that are essential for economic growth and 

development. 
 
16. The objective function of the passenger mix model is to __________from the flow of passengers 

 on itineraries 
 
17. ____________demand follows the standard assumptions of a product line design problem 
 
18. The sources, destinations, and intermediate points are collectively called _____of the network 
 
19. The ________links connecting nodes are termed arcs. 
 
20. Formulating and solving network problems via linear programming is called_______ 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. The costs of __________depend on the flight legs, which drive the number and type of aircraft used.    
                                                                                                            [ ] 

A) Irregular operation  B) Flight schedule operation  C) Crew operation  D) Fleet operation 
 
2. The schedule must consider the cost and availability of cabin and flight deck crews, as well as 

 the requirement that aircraft cycle through maintenance bases at ________            [ ] 
A) Regular Intervals   B) Normal period  C) irregular times   D) ll 

 
3. The purpose of the___________system is to save airlines money and give passengers better routes 

 to destinations.          [ ] 
A) frequency   B) Load factors  C) Load generators   D) Hub and Spoke  
 

4. The_______, which should be solved on the long term (for example on a three years period) and  
consists in mainly deciding which airports should be served by the airline         [ ]                     

        A) Network Design Problem    B) communicate problem  C) practical problem  D) All the above  
 
5. The _____________which consists in deciding the size and the composition of the fleet of the airline.  

A) Cockpit, cabin crew   B) Fleet design Problem     [ ] 
C) Flight scheduling   D) Gate Assignment 

 
6. The ________which consists in finding when and how often should each leg flight be operated 

 (i.e. deciding departure and arrival times) in a planning period                      [ ] 
A) Cockpit, cabin crew   B) Fleet design Problem  C) Flight scheduling  D) Gate Assignment 

 
7. The _______ which consists in designing a work schedule for each crew member in order to be able  

to operate each flight leg.          [ ] 
 A) Design Management problem  B) flight Management Problem  

C) crew Management Problem  D) Feasibility 
 

8.     __________ determines where and when the airline will fly.                        [ ] 
A) Crew planning  B) Scheduling  C) Aircraft boarding   D) Fleet assignment 

 
9. Schedules are built to ___________ profitability.                      [ ] 

A) Minimize     B) maximize   C) constant long term   D) Non Profitability  
 
10. The _______ associated with each schedule are based on very different views of the same information.              

A) revenue  B) IT analysis    C) Profit analysis   D) Sources from Airlines  [ ] 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11. The airline has to determine a fleet type for each leg capable to operate the leg (in term of aviability and 

technical performances) and to provide ______ 
12. The ____________problem is one of the most crucial problem an airline has to face up in its planning 

process. 
 
13. Air transportation offers both passenger and _________that are essential for economic growth and 

development. 
 

14. The objective function of the passenger mix model is to __________from the flow of passengers 
 on itineraries 

 
15. ____________demand follows the standard assumptions of a product line design problem 
 
16. The sources, destinations, and intermediate points are collectively called _____of the network 
 
17. The ________links connecting nodes are termed arcs. 
 
18. Formulating and solving network problems via linear programming is called_______ 
 
19.  Any network flow problem can be cast as a ________network flow program. 
 
20. The ________problem has been an important subject of industrial and academic studies for  

several decades 
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